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Windows 7 is one of the most popularly and widely used operating system which has gained
popularity with its user friendly mode of access and its rich and versatile features. Windows 7 has
offered you to gain expertise over functions ranging from managing multiple devices to sharing
media files and has simplified computing solutions to cater suitable requisitions.

Like everything has its own limitations and so it is with Windows 7. With immense good features and
technology at its best, Windows 7 also has borne several issues and errors during its operational
span. Likewise errors happen to arise while migrating from Windows XP to 7. To elaborate,
Microsoft Windows 7 landed in 2009. Its predecessors being the Windows XP and Vista were
correspondingly released in 2001 and 2006. Windows 7 is not facilitated of getting upgraded from
Windows XP and hence windows 7 migration is the only alternative.

To run Windows 7 you need to uninstall the existing XP OS and freshly install the Windows 7
instead. With the laudable computing experience it brings along the issues generating out of
refurbished design and functionality. Some issues also arise owing to the removal of few traditional
yet popular Windows feature. Hence in case you need XP to windows 7 migration of data, you can
easily do it through the Windows Easy Transfer program or the migration tools offered by Microsoft.

While the migrating process is executed the system may be prone to errors and cannot complete
the data migration from XP to windows 7 successfully. In case issues or errors arise wrecking your
migration, you can always summon iGennie technical services over phone and get apt support
provided remotely yet instantly. Errors like â€œDisk read error or any such error that stops the files from
being transferred in the process of windows 7 migration from XP can be ably handled by the expert
and certified tech professionals of iGennie and resolve them at lowest resolution time. Once you get
your Windows 7 error free, just get your preferred data transferred in sync and with easy. Call
iGennie at its toll free number and enjoy issue less and error free transition of XP and Vista to
windows 7 migration.
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